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Introduction and summary
Policymakers increasingly recognize the importance of bold ideas to address college affordability. Those ideas include Beyond Tuition, a plan that moves toward
debt-free higher education, rolled out by the Center for American Progress.1
Under the plan, families pay no more than what they can reasonably afford out of
pocket, with additional expenses covered by a combination of federal, state, and
institutional dollars. There are also strong proposals for debt-free college from
Sen. Brian Schatz (D-HI) and for tuition-free college, including one from Sen.
Bernie Sanders (I-VT), as well as calls for free community college championed by
Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-WI) and Rep. Bobby Scott (D-VA). 2
As policymakers think about solving college affordability for future students,
they must not forget about the tens of millions of borrowers already holding college debt. Fortunately, the policy community is starting to develop new ideas for
current borrowers as well. For instance, multiple presidential campaigns have
outlined policy proposals that forgive some student loans or make changes to
repayment options.
No matter the proposal, solutions for current borrowers must go hand in hand
with tackling affordability for tomorrow’s students. About 43 million adult
Americans—roughly one-sixth of the U.S. population older than age 18—currently carry a federal student loan and owe $1.5 trillion in federal student loan
debt, plus an estimated $119 billion in student loans from private sources that are
not backed by the government. 3 Moreover, college debt is even more concentrated
among young people. An estimated one-third of all adults ages 25 to 34 have a
student loan.4 And while it is true that not every student borrower is in distress,
student debt is an issue that both has an acute effect on many borrowers’ lives and
raises broader concerns for the overall economy.
Effectively targeting key stress points when it comes to the student debt crisis
requires understanding the different ways student loans can and do create challenges for borrowers. For example, two-thirds of those who default on their
student loans are borrowers who either did not finish college or earned only a
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certificate. 5 At 45 percent, the average default rate for these individuals is three
times higher than the rate of all other borrowers combined. 6 The median cumulative student loan debt for all defaulters is rather low, at $9,625.7
By contrast, borrowers who completed a degree, especially at the graduate level,
are less likely to default but may still face struggles related to repayment. For
instance, the U.S. Department of Education projects that just 6 percent of the dollars lent to graduate students ultimately go into default, compared with 13 percent
of funds lent to college juniors and seniors or a quarter of loans for students in
their first or second year at a four-year institution. 8 Graduate borrowers, however, might face a different set of challenges related to having unsustainably high
debt burdens. More than one-third of borrowers who owe $40,000 or more—an
amount of debt that only graduate students or independent undergraduates can
obtain in principal—are paying their loans back on a repayment plan that ties
their monthly payments to their income, suggesting that their student loan debt
otherwise represents too large a share of their income.9 If these plans are not well
managed by the federal government and easy for borrowers to use, they could put
millions of individuals in financial distress. This could take a few forms, one of
which is causing borrowers who use these plans to accumulate large amounts of
additional interest that they must repay if they fail to stay on the plan or if their
payments do not fully satisfy outstanding interest.
Broad breakdowns of borrowers by debt level and attainment status can also mask
particular challenges related to equity. For instance, black or African American
students who earned a bachelor’s degree had a default rate nearly four times higher
than their similarly situated white peers.10 Students who are veterans, parents,
first-generation college students, or are low income are also likely to face higher
risk of default.11
This report considers different options for addressing issues for current borrowers
of federal student loans. These solutions are meant to be independent of broader
loan reforms, such as giving relief to borrowers whose schools took advantage of
them. These options also presume keeping and preserving key existing benefits
such as Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF). Intentionally, this report does
not endorse or recommend a specific policy. Rather, it assesses the benefits and
potential considerations around a range of ideas, going from the most aggressive—
forgiving all student debt—to more technical changes involving interest rates or
repayment plans. By examining the trade-offs and the targeting of each policy, the
hope is that policymakers and the public can make the most informed decision
when it comes to selecting which policy best supports their goals and values.
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Private student loans
This report focuses only on options for federal student loans, which are the largest single
source of college debt, representing more than 92 percent of outstanding student loan
balances.12 In addition, because federal student loans are held or guaranteed by the
federal government, it is easier for the executive or legislative branches to implement
program changes that can help borrowers, regardless of when they borrowed.
That said, it is important to acknowledge that there are other types of student debt that
need future solutions. For example, borrowers hold an estimated $119 billion in private
loans for college.13 Private student loans carry no government guarantee against default
and typically have less generous terms than federal student loans, such as the ability
to repay loans based upon income.14 In addition, families may also accrue college debt
through the use of credit cards or home equity loans, but there are no available data on
the extent to which these forms of credit are used. These items merit further discussion
and their own set of solutions, which at the very least should start with making private
student loans easily dischargeable in bankruptcy.

Overall, this report considers six options to tackle student debt:
1. Forgive all student loans
2. Forgive up to a set dollar amount for all borrowers
3. Forgive debt held by former Pell recipients
4. Reform repayment options to tackle excessive interest growth and provide
quicker paths to forgiveness
5. Change repayment options to provide more regular forgiveness
6. Allow student loan refinancing
Understanding the potential implications of each of these policies, overlaid with
considerations about equity, simplicity, aiming for broad impact, and whether the
solution provides tangible relief, can provide policymakers with a clearer sense of
the different ways to address the nation’s $1.5 trillion in outstanding student debt.
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Policy goals for helping 		
current borrowers
Overall, the purpose of any policy proposal for current student loan borrowers has
to be about reducing the negative effects of these debts. That said, each policy idea
may attempt to address a different negative effect. For example, policies focused
on interest rates target negative effects related to the size of monthly payments,
which can help with faster repayment over time. Meanwhile, policies focused on
immediate forgiveness are about reduction in the amount owed right away, while
those with longer-term forgiveness may be about creating a safety net for those
with perpetual struggles.
Regardless of which problem a given policy tries to solve, it is important that it
consider four factors: equity, simplicity, striving for broad impact, and providing a
sense of meaningful relief. Understanding how a given policy idea lines up against
each of these goals can help policymakers ensure they optimize their solutions for
the problems they want to address and in a manner that would be effective. More
on each of these goals follows below.

Address equity
The worries and challenges facing student loan borrowers are not uniform. For
some, a student loan represents a significant risk of delinquency and default. Such
an outcome can be catastrophic—ruined credit; garnished wages and social security benefits; seized tax refunds; denial of occupational and driver’s licenses; and
the inability to reenroll in college.15 For other borrowers, student debt constrains
or delays their ability to access and sustain the most basic markers of the middle
class, such as saving for retirement and purchasing a home, which can, in turn,
increase wealth. Student loan debt may also deter family formation, as couples
may be concerned about covering the additional expense of having a child.
While the various challenges student loans present may be clear for certain individuals who are in different situations and financial circumstances, meaningful
variations exist even for borrowers who otherwise have the same levels of educa-
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tional attainment and/or income. This can be due to other factors such as the presence or absence of familial wealth or discrimination in housing or employment.
It is crucial, therefore, that any policy aimed at current student loan borrowers
include an equity lens to acknowledge and tackle these differences. The continued
unaffordability of higher education has forced too many students into debt that a
rational financing system would support only with grant aid. These students then
experience significant challenges repaying their loans, which can, in turn, affect
their ability to build wealth and access a middle- class lifestyle.
More specifically, an equity lens should consider the following groups of borrowers and how well a given proposal would serve them. These are individuals who
are traditionally not well served by the higher education system or who data show
are highly likely to struggle with student loans. While the exact reason why they
struggle is unknown, it may because of factors such as an absence of generational
wealth or the economic safety nets from their family that their peers have.
• Borrowers who do not complete college: About half of all individuals who default
on their student loans never earned a college credential.16 These individuals typically
owe relatively small balances, with about 64 percent owing less than $10,000 and 35
percent owing less than $5,000.17 While the exact reason these borrowers struggle is
unknown, a likely explanation is that they did not receive a sufficient earnings boost
to pay off their debt, meaning they have all of the expense and none of the reward of
attending college.
• Black or African American borrowers: Research shows that the typical black or
African American borrower had made no progress paying down their loans within
12 years of entering college, and nearly half had defaulted. This inequity persists even
among those who earned a bachelor’s degree, with black and African Americans
defaulting at a rate four times higher than their white peers.18
• Borrowers who have dependents: Student-parents make up 27 percent of all
undergraduates who default on their federal loans.19 What’s worse, roughly twothirds of student-parents who default are single parents, meaning that the negative
repercussions of default have the potential to weigh more heavily on borrowers’
children.
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The continued
unaffordability of
higher education
has forced too
many students
into debt that a
rational financing
system would
support only
with grant aid.

• Pell Grant recipients: More than 80 percent of Pell Grant recipients come from
families who earn $40,000 annually or less.20 Pell Grant recipients comprise an
exceptionally high share of defaulted borrowers. Roughly 90 percent of individuals
who default within 12 years of enrolling in college received a Pell Grant at some
point.21 And Pell Grant recipients who earned a bachelor’s degree still have a default
rate three times higher than that of students who never received a Pell Grant.22
There is significant overlap among these populations. For example, nearly 60
percent of black or African American students also received a Pell Grant, as
did almost half of Hispanic or Latino students. 23 Similarly, about 60 percent of
students who are single parents received a Pell Grant, and about 30 percent of
single-parent students are black or African American—versus 15 percent of all
students. 24 The result is that a policy specifically aimed at one population—such as
relief for Pell recipients—will also affect many but not all the individuals in these
other groups.

Ensure simplicity
Too often, public policy may seem effective in the abstract but suffers from overly
complex execution. Public Service Loan Forgiveness is a prime example. The basic
idea of forgiving federal student loans for individuals who work a decade in a public service job is easy to communicate. But when overlaid with four gating criteria—qualifying loans, employment, repayment plans, and payments—the policy
in practice becomes a complex nightmare, which leads to borrower frustration and
delayed or lost benefits. 25
Therefore, a successful policy for current borrowers should be clear and simple,
both in its message and in its execution. That means striving wherever possible
for approaches—such as automatic enrollment or reenrollment—that ensure that
government employees and contractors, not borrowers, bear any complexity that
might exist in the policy.

Aim for broad impact
While it is crucial that every policy option for current student loan borrowers
contain a focus on equity, striving for broad impact is also important. Reaching as
many people as possible can help build support for an idea. It also interrelates with
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simplicity; broader eligibility definitions that reach more people could result in
less work to figure out who should be eligible for relief. Finally, aiming for broader
impact also increases the chances of capturing additional people who desperately
need relief but whose situation may not be as clear from just a look at their income,
educational attainment, or other easily measurable characteristics.

Provide meaningful relief
Student debt is not just an abstract thing that lives on a spreadsheet. For borrowers in debt, a loan can feel like an unending, stressful obligation with no relief in
sight. For this reason, it is important for borrowers to see and feel actual relief
under any program solution for current student debt. In some cases, this might
entail addressing potential unintended consequences. For example, income-driven
repayment (IDR) may solve unaffordable monthly payments by aligning borrowers’ payments with how much money they earn. However, because interest keeps
accumulating, borrowers who make smaller payments on these plans may watch
their balances grow—leaving the borrowers with the sense of digging a deeper
hole, even if forgiveness is an option.
In other cases, meaningful relief might require the reform to be sufficiently substantive so the borrower notices. For example, a borrower who owes $30,000 at a 5
percent interest rate will pay less in total if their rate goes down by half a percentage point. But that only translates into savings of $7.28 a month, which is unlikely
to feel like a meaningful difference.
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What about cost?
This report attempts to consider the cost of various options where possible. Unfortunately, it is impossible to model many of these proposals due to data limitations. For example,
the authors cannot model changes to IDR, because the Education Department does
not release data on incomes paired with debt levels of borrowers who use these plans.
Similarly, the cost of changes to interest rates are unknown, because they are affected by
assumptions about broader economic situations.26 Finally, the costs presented here do
not consider potential returns to the federal government in terms of economic stimulus,
which are plausible should Americans be unburdened from their debt.
The costs associated with these proposals are also different from many other policy
ideas, because they are not intended to be ongoing expenses. These ideas are meant to
be course corrections that will be addressed going forward by large new investments in
college affordability that lessen if not eliminate the presence of debt. That means they
have a high upfront cost but should not require ongoing expenses. The one exception to
this is student loans stemming from graduate education, because existing affordability
proposals currently focus only on undergraduate education.
A one-time policy also has the benefit of heading off concerns about moral hazard for individuals as well as institutions. Policies that anticipate regular forgiveness could result in
institutions intentionally overpricing programs because they know students’ debt would
be forgiven or, similarly, for students to borrow more than they need. By contrast, making
forgiveness a one-time benefit based on circumstances at the time of its announcement
makes the program much less likely to be exploited.
Regardless of specifics, the relative costs of these proposals are relevant in considering
which approach to take and how these options should be assessed in the context of
other progressive goals—within and beyond higher education policy—that require new
investments.
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6 policy options to assist 		
existing student loan borrowers
Rather than recommending a specific proposed option, this report offers a combination of both commonly proposed ideas and new ones generated by the Center
for American Progress and Generation Progress staff.
It is also worth noting that these options are intended to be one-time solutions
that could pair with a larger plan for tackling affordability going forward, such as
CAP’s Beyond Tuition. Combining a prospective affordability plan with this relief
should cut down on the number of future loan borrowers and lessen the need for
subsequent large-scale relief policies.

1. Forgive all federal student loan debt
Under this proposal, the federal government would forgive all outstanding federal student loans. This option would also require waiving taxation of any forgiven amounts.
Estimated cost: $1.5 trillion in cancellation plus an unknown amount of antici-

pated interest payments, both of which would be adjusted by whether Education
Department already expected it to be repaid. For example, a $10,000 loan that the
agency did not expect to be repaid at all would not cost $10,000 in forgiven principal. There would also be costs associated with not taxing forgiven amounts, which
also must be part of the policy.
Estimated effects: It would eliminate debt for all 43 million federal student loan

borrowers.27

Considerations
Does it address equity? Forgiving all debt would get rid of loans for all the populations identified in the equity goal outlined above. That said, by helping every
student loan borrower, it will also end up providing relief to some individuals who
are otherwise not struggling or constrained by their loans. In other words, while
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helping eliminate loans for all single parents, it will also provide a windfall for borrowers with higher balances who are having no trouble with repayment.
How simple is it from a borrower standpoint? This policy should be easy to imple-

ment for borrowers, since it should not require any opting in or paperwork.
How broad is its impact? This policy would help all 43 million federal student loan

borrowers.
Will it feel like relief? Yes—borrowers will not have to make any payments, so they

will feel the change.
Who are the greatest beneficiaries? From a dollar standpoint, the highest-balance

borrowers have the most to gain from this proposal—especially those who also
have higher salaries. They would experience the greatest relief in terms of reduction of monthly payments while also having the wages to otherwise pay back the
debt. This is because undergraduate borrowing is capped in law at $31,000 or
$57,500, depending on if they are a dependent or independent student, whereas
there is no limit on borrowing for graduate school. 28 Those who have higher
incomes would also feel larger benefits by freeing up more of their earnings to
put toward other purposes. Therefore, those with debt from graduate education,
especially for high-paying professions such as doctors, lawyers, and business,
would significantly benefit. That said, this proposal would help anyone who is
particularly worrying about or struggling with their student loans—whether they
are in or nearing default. In addition, research suggests loan cancellation would
help stimulate national gross domestic product, which has broad-based societal
benefits. 29
What is the biggest advantage? The policy is universal, and it could be implemented

without the need of action on the part of borrowers as long as there are no tax
implications for forgiveness.
What is the biggest challenge? This option carries the largest price tag by far. It also

would result in forgiving a substantial amount of loan debt of individuals who have
the means to repay their debt. This includes borrowers with graduate degrees and
potentially high salaries in law, medicine, or business.
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How could this option be made more targeted? Limiting forgiveness to only under-

graduate loans would help target the plan’s benefits, because there are many graduate students studying in fields linked to high incomes who have no undergraduate
loan debt. 30 The Education Department unfortunately does not provide a breakdown of the amount of outstanding undergraduate student loan debt; thus, it is not
possible to know the cost of this policy tweak.

2. Forgive up to a set dollar amount for all students
This option forgives the lesser of a borrower’s student loan balance or a set dollar
amount, such as $10,000, $25,000, $50,000, or some other amount. It would also
require waiving any required taxes on the forgiven amounts. Doing so provides a
universal benefit that ensures loan debt will be completely wiped away for borrowers who have a balance below the specified level, while those with higher debts also
get some relief.
Estimated cost: The total cost varies depending on the dollar level chosen. For

example, forgiveness of up to $40,000 for all borrowers would result in canceling
$901.2 billion, while forgiveness of up to $10,000 would cancel $370.5 billion.
Both cases would also have additional costs in the form of expected future interest
payments, but it is not possible to calculate this amount with current Education
Department data. These amounts would also be adjusted by the Education
Department’s existing expectations around which loans would be repaid. Finally,
there would be costs associated with not taxing forgiven amounts.
Estimated effects: Effects vary by dollar amount chosen. Forgiveness of up to

$10,000 would eliminate all student loan debt for an estimated 16.3 million borrowers, or 36 percent of all borrowers, and reduce by half balances for another 9.3
million, or 20 percent of all borrowers. 31 Forgiveness of up to $40,000 would wipe
out debt for 35 million borrowers—about 77 percent of borrowers. The number of
borrowers who would have all their debt canceled under this plan might be a bit
lower, depending on the dollar amount, because some individuals who currently
appear to have low debt levels are in school and are thus likely to end up with
higher loan balances as they continue their studies. Table 1 shows the estimated
effects and costs across a range of maximum forgiveness amounts.
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TABLE 1

Estimated amount of canceled debt and impact of different levels of
federal student loan forgiveness
Forgiveness amount

Total canceled
debt (USD)

Number of borrowers
with full debt elimination

Percentage of all borrowers
with full debt elimination

$5,000

$207 B

8.7 Million

19%

$10,000

$371 B

16.3 Million

36%

$20,000

$611 B

25.6 Million

56%

$40,000

$901 B

35.0 Million

77%

$60,000

$1,065 B

39.1 Million

86%

Note: Data are based on the status of the federal student loan portfolio in the first quarter of the 2019 federal fiscal year. These estimates include borrowers who
are currently enrolled and thus might incur greater debt loads in the future. These figures do not include foregone future interest payments, costs associated with
not taxing forgiven debt, or adjustments based on the U.S. Department of Education’s assumptions of how much student loan debt will be repaid.
Source: Office of Federal Student Aid, “Portfolio by Debt Size,” available at https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/about/data-center/student/portfolio (last accessed
April 2019).

Considerations
Does it address equity? Yes, though the exact equity implications will vary some-

what based on the level chosen. Table 2 breaks down the percentage of borrowers
in a given racial/ethnic category based upon the cumulative amount of federal
loans borrowed. Table 3 flips this analysis to show the distribution of debts within
a given racial or ethnic category. Both tables are based on borrowers who entered
higher education in the 2003-04 academic year and their cumulative federal loan
amounts within 12 years. While this is the best picture of longitudinal student
loan situations by race and ethnicity, the fact that these figures represent students
who first enrolled prior to the Great Recession means it is possible that, were they
available, newer numbers might show different results. In considering these tables,
it is important to recognize that higher amounts of forgiveness would still provide
benefits for everyone at the lower levels of debt as well. That means increasing
forgiveness by no means leaves those with lesser balances worse off.
Hispanic or Latino borrowers, for example, will disproportionately benefit from a
forgiveness policy that picks a smaller dollar amount, because this group makes up
an outsize share of borrowers with $20,000 or less in student debt. 32 These same
individuals would still benefit from forgiveness at higher dollar amounts, but their
concentration among lower-balance borrowers means the marginal benefits of
forgiving greater dollar amounts is smaller.
The story is different for black or African American borrowers. They make up a roughly
proportional share of low-balance borrowers but a disproportionate share of those who
took out between $40,000 and $100,000.33 That means the marginal effect on black or
African American borrowers will be greater for higher dollar amounts.
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Looking at borrowers based on Pell Grant receipt tells a slightly different story.
Individuals who have received a Pell Grant are proportionately represented among
lower-balance borrowers and underrepresented among those with the highest
balances. But they are most overrepresented among those who took out between
$20,000 and $60,000. 34
TABLE 2

Hispanic or Latino borrowers make up a disproportionate share of low-balance
borrowers, while black or African American borrowers are overrepresented among
those who borrowed between $40,000 and $100,000
The racial and ethnic breakdown of different ranges of cumulative federal student loan debt acquired
by 2015 for borrowers who entered higher education in the 2003–2004 academic year
White

Black or African American

Hispanic or Latino

Asian

Other

Share of all borrowers

60%

17%

14%

4%

5%

< $10,000

56%

18%

18%

3%

5%

$10,001 to $20,000

65%

13%

13%

4%

5%

$20,001 to $40,000

62%

17%

12%

4%

5%

$40,001 to $60,000

57%

22%

11%

3%

6%

$60,001 to $80,000

61%

22%

8%

4%

4%

$80,001 to $100,000

58%

26%

6%

5%

5%

> $100,000

59%

16%

8%

11%

6%

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, “2003-04 Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study, Second Follow-up (BPS:04/09),” Table gebmn0e, available at
https://www.nces.ed.gov/datalab (last accessed May 2019).

Table 3 presents a different way of considering this issue by showing the distribution of debts within a given racial or ethnic category. For example, though black
or African American borrowers make up a disproportionate share of borrowers
with balances between $40,000 and $100,000, 77 percent of these individuals had
debt balances below this amount. This highlights the importance of considering
not just the marginal effects of different forgiveness plans on equity, but also how
many individuals within a given group might benefit at varying benefit levels.
Looking at the effects of cancellation only from a distributional standpoint can,
however, miss other dimensions of equity that merit consideration. For example,
borrowers at the same indebtedness level may be in quite different circumstances.
Discrimination in housing and employment, a lack of familial wealth, or other
conditions could mean that a borrower who otherwise might seem less in need of
assistance would still benefit in a meaningful way that could spur wealth building
and address generational asset gaps.
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TABLE 3

Nearly half of Hispanic or Latino borrowers took out $10,000 or less, while a majority of
black or African American borrowers took out between $10,000 and $60,000
The percentage distribution of the cumulative federal student loan debt acquired by 2015 for borrowers of
the same race or ethnicity who entered college in the 2003–2004 academic year
Cumulative amount of federal loans borrowed
< $10,000

$10,001–
$20,000

$20,001–
$40,000

$40,001–
$60,000

$60,001–
$80,000

$80,001–
$100,000

> $100,001

All borrowers

36%

24%

22%

10%

3%

2%

4%

White

34%

26%

22%

10%

3%

2%

4%

Black or African American

37%

18%

21%

13%

4%

3%

3%

Hispanic or Latino

46%

23%

18%

8%

2%

1%

2%

Asian

31%

23%

21%

9%

3%

2%

11%

Other

34%

23%

22%

12%

2%

2%

4%

Source: National Center for Education Statistics,”2003-04 Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study, Second Follow-up (BPS:04/09),” Table gebmpce5, available at
https://www.nces.ed.gov/datalab (last accessed May 2019).

How simple is it from a borrower standpoint? This option is fairly simple and could be

implemented administratively with no affirmative work required from borrowers
as long as there are no tax consequences for forgiveness.
How broad is its impact? This policy would provide at least partial relief for all fed-

eral student loan borrowers.
Will it feel like relief? Yes, borrowers would see a reduction in their balances and

payments, though that relief would be proportional to their outstanding balances.
Who are the greatest beneficiaries? At lower dollar amounts, the biggest beneficiaries
are smaller-balance borrowers who are more likely to have all their debt wiped away.
As the amount of forgiveness rises, those individuals will already have no balance
and thus have no additional debt to forgive. This means that those who have the full
dollar amount forgiven will increasingly be borrowers with higher balances.
What is the biggest advantage? This is a way to hit a target level of relief that could

wipe away debt for those in the greatest distress, while providing a more universal
benefit. There may also be benefits for the overall economy, allowing people to purchase homes, save for retirement, and attain the traditional middle-class staples that
may be harder for borrowers with student loan debt to obtain.
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What is the biggest challenge? Because the benefit is universal, it will end up provid-

ing partial relief to a large number of individuals who may not need assistance,
unless other elements are added to the policy to target it as described below. Those
receiving relief would include individuals with graduate loans working in the areas
of finance, law, business, and medicine.
How could this option be more targeted? In addition to varying the dollar amount

forgiven, there are a few ways to improve targeting and reduce costs, although
these approaches would add some complexity to the overall plan and its administration. One way would be to apply the policy only to undergraduate loans.
Another would be to tie the forgiveness amount to a borrower’s earnings so that
higher-income individuals receive less forgiveness.

3. Forgive debt held by former Pell recipients
Pell Grant recipients are college students determined by the federal government
to be sufficiently low income to qualify for financial help that does not have to be
repaid. In the case of students receiving the maximum award, there is an understanding that their family should not be asked to contribute anything for the
price of college. As first proposed by Temple University professor Sara GoldrickRab in 2015, this option would cancel all student loans held by individuals who
previously received a Pell Grant. 35 The rationale is that Pell students were never
supposed to borrow; loans were for financially better-situated upper- or middleincome students. As a result, the presence of debt among these individuals is a
policy failure of the college financing system.
Estimated cost: The Education Department unfortunately does not break down the
share of outstanding loan dollars held by Pell Grant recipients. However, these
individuals do represent a majority of undergraduate borrowers, as well as of
graduate borrowers in recent years. 36 There would also be costs associated with not
taxing forgiven amounts.

Table 4 shows the share of borrowers in a given year who ever received a Pell
Grant, reported separately for graduate and undergraduate borrowers.
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These figures suggest that a conservative estimate of loan forgiveness for Pell
Grant recipients should be somewhere around half the cost of forgiveness for
the full population. In reality, the cost might be a bit lower than half, because
Pell recipients’ debt loads tend to be a bit below the debt amounts of those who
did not receive the grant. For example, Pell recipients represent 68 percent
of all students who entered college in the 2003-04 academic year and borrowed a loan by 2015 but just 43 percent of those who took out loans of at least
$100,000. 37 Unfortunately, existing data are not good enough to calculate more
precise estimates of how much outstanding debt is held by Pell recipients.

TABLE 4

Most student loan
borrowers also received a
Pell Grant at some point
in college
Percentage of borrowers in a
given year who ever received a
Pell Grant

Estimated effects: The exact number of students helped is not completely clear,

but a look at the number of Pell recipients each year and their borrowing rate
suggests it would be millions of students. The number of annual Pell recipients
has gone from about 5.3 million in the early 2000s to a high of 9.4 million during the Great Recession. And about 55 to 60 percent of these students borrow.

Considerations
Does it address equity? Yes—Pell recipients are disproportionately concentrated

among borrowers with student loan struggles. Nearly 90 percent of students
who defaulted on a loan within 12 years of starting college received a Pell Grant.
Substantial shares of undergraduate borrowers of color also received Pell Grants,
meaning they would be in line for forgiveness. For example, 78 percent of black
or African American borrowers in the 2015-16 academic year received a Pell Grant,
as did 71 percent of Hispanic or Latino borrowers, 61 percent of Asian borrowers,
and 78 percent of American Indian or Alaska natives who borrowed. 38

Undergrad.
borrowers

Graduate
borrowers

2000

55%

29%

2004

58%

36%

2008

60%

42%

2012

71%

47%

2016

71%

57%

Source: Analyses conducted using the TrendStats
tool at National Center for Education Statistics,
“1999-2000 National Postsecondary Student Aid
Study (NPSAS:2000), 2003-04 National Postsecondary
Student Aid Study (NPSAS:04), 2007-08 National
Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS:08),
2011-12 National Postsecondary Student Aid Study
(NPSAS:12) and 2015-16 National Postsecondary
Student Aid Study (NPSAS:16), Table IDs ccdbma23
and mdbmpmdd,” available at https://nces.ed.gov/
datalab/index.aspx (last accessed April 2019).

How simple is it from a borrower standpoint? Operationally, the process should be

straightforward as long as records still exist that a student received a Pell Grant. There
might be some confusion for borrowers who incorrectly think that they are eligible.
How broad is its impact? Though this policy would not affect every borrower, as

discussed above, a significant share of student loan holders received a Pell Grant at
some point.
Will it feel like relief? Yes, former Pell recipients would no longer have to repay

their loans.
Who are the greatest beneficiaries? Students who were lower income while they were

in college would benefit greatly from this policy.
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What is the biggest advantage? This is an easy way to target relief in a way that uses

income to address equity issues.
What is the biggest challenge? Forgiving debt only held by former Pell Grant recipients
can create a cliff effect where individuals who just missed the award get no relief. This
could include those who might have received a Pell Grant had the maximum award
been higher during the years they were enrolled in college. In addition, income alone
does not capture generational wealth disparities that may still be present, meaning
that there may be individuals who did not qualify for Pell who would otherwise fall in
the group of people this policy wants to serve. Finally, some analysts have pointed out
that using Pell is not a perfect proxy for income, because it may miss some low-income
students and captures some middle-income individuals.39
How could this option be more targeted? Forgiving only undergraduate loans would

not necessarily increase the proposal’s targeting, but it would bring down the
expense of the option.

4. Reform IDR to tackle interest growth 					
and provide quicker paths to forgiveness
Twelve years ago, Congress created the income-based repayment plan as its answer
to unaffordable student loans.40 With the creation of additional plans, there is now
a suite of income-driven repayment options available to borrowers. The exact terms
vary, but the basic idea is to connect monthly payments to how much money borrowers earn and provide forgiveness after some set period of time in repayment.
Though IDR plans are increasingly popular, there’s also a sense among some policymakers that in their current form, they do not fully provide relief for borrowers.
Part of this is due to the complex and clunky program structure. Borrowers must
fill out paperwork to get on the plan and then reapply each year. Failure to do so
can kick them off the plan, leading to capitalized interest, delayed forgiveness, and
a larger balance.41
But IDR’s other major problem relates to accumulating interest. While borrowers
can lower their monthly payments on IDR, even paying nothing each month if
they are earning little to no income, interest continues to accrue. The result is that
borrowers can feel like they are trapped with their loans and with a balance that
keeps growing even as they make payments—the only way out being forgiveness
that is potentially two decades down the line.
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This option would make IDR more attractive by changing the terms so that borrowers no longer have any interest accumulate on their debt. Borrowers would
make a monthly payment equal to 10 percent of their discretionary income, even
if that would result in repayment taking longer than the 10-year standard repayment plan. Borrowers with no discretionary income would not have to make
monthly payments, just as in the past. However, any interest not covered by that
payment would be forgiven, ensuring that borrowers’ balances never increase.
Undergraduate debts would be forgiven after 15 years, while graduate borrowers
would have to wait five years longer—20 years.
Forgiving all interest would be an expansion of some benefits that currently exist.
For instance, the federal government covers all unpaid interest on subsidized
Stafford loans for the first three years of repayment on most IDR plans.42 And
on the Revised Pay As You Earn plan, the federal government also covers half
of unpaid interest for the duration of repayment for all loan types. This includes
interest on subsidized loans beyond the three-year period.43
Estimated cost: Unfortunately, there are not enough available data to get a sense

of the overall cost of this proposal. Costing out the option would require at least
knowing more information about the distribution of borrowers using IDR in terms
of their income and debts. Currently, the Education Department only provides
information on the distribution of debt balances in IDR. Without better data, it
is not possible to know what share of borrowers on IDR make payments below
the rate at which interest accumulates and would benefit from a greater subsidy.
Moreover, the costs of this change are also affected by the amount of subsidized
loans a borrower has, because those carry different interest accumulation rules.
The net result is that there is no clean way to get an accurate cost estimate.
Estimated effects: There are currently about 7.7 million borrowers using an IDR

plan to repay $456 billion.44 It is unfortunately not clear what share of these individuals would benefit from these suggested changes.

Considerations
Does it address equity? Available data are insufficient to fully answer this question,

because there is no information on the usage of IDR by the groups described in
the equity goal section. However, the answer at least partly depends on what is
done to make the plans more attractive for lower-balance borrowers; that group
includes nearly half of Hispanic or Latino borrowers as well as large numbers of
individuals who have debt but did not finish college and are at significant risk of
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defaulting. Meanwhile, current IDR plans might be beneficial for black or African
American borrowers on paper just by looking at where they are disproportionately
represented on an analysis of debt levels. But that presumes payments viewed as
affordable through the formula are actually feasible.
Table 5 illustrates the challenge of making IDR work for borrowers who have a
low balance and a low income by showing their repayment plan options. Under the
current options for these borrowers, the graduated plan combines the most initial
monthly payment relief with the shortest repayment term. Of the four IDR plans,
these borrowers are not eligible for one because of their debt and income levels;
two plans offer a monthly payment amount that is just a dollar less than the standard plan; and one has the same initial monthly payment as the graduated plan but
has them in repayment for almost 20 years.
TABLE 5

Low-income borrowers with small loan balances may not benefit from
income-driven repayment plans
Repayment options for a borrower with a $5,000 undergraduate loan balance and a starting
adjusted gross income of $25,000 per year
First monthly
payment

Last monthly
payment

Amount
paid

Amount
forgiven

Months in
repayment

Standard

$53

$53

$6,364

$0

120

Graduated

$30

$90

$6,716

$0

120

Revised Pay As You Earn
(REPAYE)

$52

$100

$6,028

$0

82

Pay As You Earn (PAYE)/
Income-Based Repayment
(IBR) for new borrowers

$52

$53

$6,370

$0

121

$0

234

Repayment plan

IBR

Ineligible

Income Contingent
Repayment (ICR)

$30

$39

$8,000

Note: These figures are based on a 5 percent interest rate and assume that income grows 5 percent every year.
Source: Office of Federal Student Aid, “Repayment Estimator,” available at https://studentloans.gov/myDirectLoan/repaymentEstimator.action (last
accessed May 2019).

Even if the borrower had a lower income, and therefore a lower monthly IDR payment, the plans would not provide a great deal. (see Table 6) Instead of seeing a
decreasing balance, the borrower will instead see it balloon, because she is not able
to pay down interest as fast as it is accruing. Forgiving the interest on IDR plans
will make the option more attractive, but the requirement of having to wait as long
as 20 years to retire a debt that came from a semester or two of school is not going
to be an easy sell. This solution also still has technical and gatekeeping issues, as
borrowers need to opt in to use IDR plans.
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TABLE 6

Very low-income borrowers with small loan balances can receive
forgiveness, but only after at least 20 years of repayment
Repayment options for a borrower with a $5,000 undergraduate loan balance and a starting
adjusted gross income of $15,000 per year
First monthly
payment

Last monthly
payment

Amount
paid

Standard

$53

$53

$6,364

$0

120

Graduated

$30

$90

$6,716

$0

120

Revised Pay As You Earn
(REPAYE)

$0

$82

$5,516

$3,218

240

Pay As You Earn (PAYE)/
Income-Based Repayment
(IBR) for new borrowers

$0

$53

$4,014

$6,061

240

IBR

$0

$53

$7,975

$3,424

300

$26

$32

$8,492

$854

300

Repayment plan

Income Contingent
Repayment (ICR)

Amount
forgiven

Months in
repayment

Note: These figures are based on a 5 percent interest rate and assume that income grows 5 percent every year.
Source: Office of Federal Student Aid, “Repayment Estimator,” available at https://studentloans.gov/myDirectLoan/repaymentEstimator.action (last
accessed May 2019).

How simple is it from a borrower standpoint? It would be very simple for borrowers

who are on IDR. But the paperwork complications of applying for and staying on
IDR plans remain a challenge that needs to be addressed.
How broad is the impact? About one-fourth of borrowers in repayment currently

use an IDR plan, thus the effect will be somewhat limited unless changes result
in increased usage of these plans.45 In particular, this option would need to boost
usage among borrowers who owe $20,000 or less. Currently, less than 10 percent
of borrowers with debt of $20,000 or less use an IDR plan, compared with 38
percent of those with debts of $60,000 or more.46 Though this slightly understates
usage of IDR by low-balance borrowers because some of these individuals are still
in school, the fact remains that there are more borrowers with debts greater than
$100,000 on IDR than those who owe $10,000 or less.47
Will it feel like relief? Psychologically, yes—borrowers would still be making the

same monthly payment, but they would not feel like they are digging themselves
into a deeper hole. Borrowers encouraged to enroll in IDR as part of this change
would likely see monthly payment relief.
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Who are the greatest beneficiaries? The biggest winners are individuals who make

payments through IDR but who are not paying down their interest each month.
Within that group, the amount of relief will be greater for those with larger debt
balances, higher interest rates, or both.
What is the biggest advantage? This solution makes IDR a more viable and attrac-

tive long-term plan.
What is the biggest challenge? It may still not be enough to help borrowers with very

low balances or who are likely to default, because they still need to navigate the
paperwork challenges to sign up for IDR, or the timeline to pay down the debt will
still be viewed as too long relative to the amount of time it took to incur the debt.
It also presumes 10 percent of discretionary income is affordable, or 150 percent of
the poverty level is a large enough income exemption.48
How could this idea be more targeted? Capping the maximum dollar amount of

interest that can be forgiven each year would better target the benefits of the
option, because it would provide less relief for borrowers with larger loan balances. Reducing forgiveness time frames for lower-balance borrowers or adding
opportunities for interim forgiveness—such as $5,000 forgiven after five years on
the plan—would especially help lower-balance borrowers and make IDR a more
attractive option for them.

5. Provide interim principal forgiveness on IDR
IDR plans guarantee that borrowers have an eventual way out of debt by forgiving
any balances remaining after a set number of years. While this is a crucial benefit,
taking as long as 20 years or 25 years, depending on the plan, to get forgiveness
can make the promise feel abstract and like something that might not happen. This
proposal would change forgiveness terms to provide interim principal relief for
borrowers. This idea is flexible: For example, all borrowers could receive $2,000 in
principal forgiveness for every two years they spend on an IDR plan, or they could
get a larger amount forgiven in five-year intervals. The idea is that borrowers would
not be in an all-or-nothing situation where they must wait so long to get relief.
Estimated cost: Unfortunately, there are not enough available data to get a sense

of the overall cost of this proposal. Costing it would require at least knowing
more information about the distribution of borrowers using IDR in terms of their
income and debts, as well as how long they have been on IDR.
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Looking at the number of borrowers on all IDR plans might provide one way to
ballpark the possible cost. For example, by the end of the 2016, 5.6 million borrowers were on an IDR plan. If they were all still on those plans by the end of 2018,
it would cost $11.2 billion to forgive $2,000 for each of them.49 If those who were
on IDR at the end of 2018 stayed on, the cost of forgiving $2,000 for each of them
at the end of 2020 would be $14.4 billion. This assumes that the two-year clock for
forgiveness would only start going forward.
Estimated effects: For most borrowers on IDR, small forgiveness would be helpful

but not transformative. However, there are about 1 million borrowers on these
plans who owe $10,000 or less, meaning they would receive a substantial amount
of forgiveness in percentage terms. The more likely effect is that interim forgiveness could make IDR more attractive for lower-balance borrowers who may be
discouraged from using it today, because waiting up to 20 years for forgiveness on
small amounts of debt may not seem worth it.

Considerations
Does it address equity? There are not enough data to definitively answer this ques-

tion. However, an interim relief system, if paired with other reforms to accumulating interest on IDR, would make this repayment option much more effective for
lower-balance borrowers. This is particularly important for targeting help to individuals who did not finish college or Hispanic or Latino borrowers. Low-balance
borrowers currently do not have much incentive to use IDR, because waiting two
decades for unloading debt accumulated over a semester or a year does not seem
like a good deal. Under this option, those low-balance borrowers could retire their
debt much faster, while higher-balance borrowers would keep paying for longer.
The data are less clear for other groups on whom policies should focus, such as
black or African American borrowers. However, these solutions overall increase
the generosity of IDR in a way that should make this option better for anyone who
has high levels of debt relative to their income. That, in turn, should help individuals whose earnings do not match the expected return on their debt, such as due to
wage discrimination.
How simple is it from a borrower standpoint? There would be some work involved to

ensure that borrowers apply for IDR and are making necessary payments. But the relief
itself could be handled by the Education Department and student loan servicers.
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How broad is the impact? Slightly more than one-quarter of borrowers in repayment

currently use an IDR plan, so the effect will be somewhat limited unless interim principal forgiveness encourages increased usage of these plans.50 As discussed in the prior
option, it would particularly need to boost usage among lower-balance borrowers.
Will it feel like relief? Yes—providing help at interim periods will show that forgive-

ness is not an abstract concept years in the future. It will also strengthen support
for IDR.
Who are the greatest beneficiaries? Though this policy targets everyone, interim

relief will help borrowers with lower balances get rid of their debt faster than those
who owe more.
What is the biggest advantage? Interim relief employs a universal benefit to provide

more targeted relief to those who owe the least.
What is the biggest challenge? Borrowers would still have to navigate IDR, which

can be time consuming and confusing.
How could this idea be more targeted? The tiered relief could be limited to under-

graduate loans only.

6. Allow refinancing
This solution entails allowing federal student loan borrowers to get a lower interest
rate for the duration of their repayment term. This concept comes from the mortgage
market, where refinancing typically pairs a lower interest rate with a longer repayment term. Refinancing proposals for higher education, on the other hand, generally
do not include a term extension. This proposal would be most effective when paired
with lower caps on interest rates for all future federal student loan borrowers.
Estimated cost: There has not been a public score of a student loan refinancing

proposal since 2014, when the Congressional Budget Office estimated one option
would cost about $60 billion over a decade to refinance federal loans. 51 It is unclear
what the cost of such a proposal would be today, and it is also highly affected
by the rate offered. If the rate is not too low—around 4 percent or 5 percent, for
example—the cost might be a bit lower, at least relative to the amount of volume,
because federal changes to student loan interest rates in 2012 led to lower rates for
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several years. The inclusion or exclusion of graduate and PLUS loans will also have
significant cost implications.
Estimated effects: One way to think about the implications of refinancing is to con-

sider which borrowers currently have student loans with interest rates that would
come down under a refinancing opportunity. For example, interest rates for PLUS
loans to parents or graduate students have been at 6.31 percent or more every year
dating back to at least 2006. 52 That means any refinancing opportunity would
likely be attractive to the roughly 3.6 million borrowers who have unconsolidated
PLUS loans for parents. 53 By contrast, if student loans could be refinanced at 5
percent, only some undergraduate borrowers would take advantage; from 2010 to
2018, the interest rate on subsidized loans for undergraduates was below 5 percent,
as was the interest rate on unsubsidized loans from 2013 to 2018. 54 Table 7 shows
the interest rates on different types of federal student loans since 2006 to show
during which years borrowers might have benefited from refinancing at different
new interest rates.
TABLE 7

The selected level for a student loan refinancing proposal will affect which borrowers would benefit
Interest rates on federal student loans since the 2006–2007 academic year
Loan type

2006–
2007

2007–
2008

2008–
2009

2009–
2010

2010–
2011

2011–
2012

2012–
2013

2013–
2014

2014–
2015

2015–
2016

2016–
2017

2017–
2018

2018–
2019

Subsidized Stafford

6.80%

6.80%

6.00%

5.60%

4.50%

3.40%

3.40%

3.86%

4.66%

4.29%

3.76%

4.45%

5.05%

Unsubsidized Stafford
(Undergraduate)

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

3.86%

4.66%

4.29%

3.76%

4.45%

5.05%

Unsubsidized Stafford
(Graduate)

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

6.80%

5.41%

6.21%

5.84%

5.31%

6.00%

6.60%

Parent or Grad PLUS

7.90%

7.90%

7.90%

7.90%

7.90%

7.90%

7.90%

6.41%

7.21%

6.84%

6.31%

7.00%

7.60%

Note: Interest rates are for direct loans only.
Source: Office of Federal Student Aid, “Understand How Interest is Calculated and What Fees Are Associated with Your Loans,” available at https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/types/loans/interest-rates#older-rates
(last accessed April 2019).

The range of interest rates also means the financial benefits of refinancing will
vary. For example, a borrower with $30,000 in loans at 6.8 percent saves about $27
a month and $3,245 on a 10-year amortization schedule if their interest rate goes
down to 5 percent. By contrast, if a borrower could take out the same amount at a
rate of 5.05 percent, they would save just $0.73 a month and $88 over 10 years.
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Considerations
Does it address equity? Available data make it hard to answer this question, but

there are two ways to consider it. First is whether the problems facing the groups
identified in the equity goal above are related to the interest rate on their loans. In
some cases, the answer is probably not. For example, borrowers who did not finish
college typically have balances below $10,000. That translates into about $115 a
month if repaid over 10 years on a 6.8 percent interest rate. Not charging interest
at all still leaves a payment of $83, which may be unaffordable for a low-income
family and, therefore, may not decrease their odds of defaulting. Similarly, about
half of Hispanic or Latino borrowers have low loan balances such that the relief
from an interest rate cut is not going to be significant.
The story would be different for other groups. Black or African American borrowers, for example, are overrepresented among borrowers with moderate to high
loan balances—between $40,000 and $100,000. At that level, a lower interest
rate would provide a greater reduction in monthly payments in dollar terms. The
challenge, however, is knowing whether that would be enough to address concerns
such as the fact that black or African American borrowers on average make no
progress retiring their debts within 12 years of entering college. A lower interest
rate and monthly payments could help address that challenge, but if the reason for
student loan struggles lies more with external factors, such as employment discrimination, then it may not have a significant effect on improving their outcomes.
How simple is it from a borrower standpoint? It would vary. If the interest rate is at or

below the rate paid by all borrowers, it might be possible to automatically change the
rates for borrowers. If the new rate is only advantageous for some borrowers, it could
end up requiring an opt-in framework. Considering some borrowers have interest
rates below 4 percent, any interest rate above that would require opting in. 55
How broad is the impact? It depends upon the new interest rate chosen. As noted

above, some interest rates will not result in much benefit for undergraduate borrowers. Thus, a new interest rate of 0 percent would affect all borrowers, but one at
5 percent would affect only some cohorts of undergraduate borrowers.
Will it feel like relief? Higher-debt or higher-interest borrowers who are not on IDR

will see lower monthly payments. Borrowers on IDR may only notice the change
in terms of how much their monthly payment grows if their payments are not
covering accumulating interest. The psychological effect of lessening a ballooning
total repayment balance is difficult to measure but not negligible.
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Who are the greatest beneficiaries? Refinancing makes the biggest difference for

borrowers with higher interest rates, larger balances, or both. This is most likely
going to be someone who borrowed for graduate school or a parent borrower.
What is the biggest advantage? For borrowers who can largely afford their loans but

just need a bit more assistance, refinancing could give them some breathing room.
Lower rates may also have some public relations benefit in regard to arguments
over whether the government makes money off the loan programs.
What is the biggest challenge? In many ways, this solution duplicates the relief

that IDR provides, as both lower the monthly payment. The biggest difference is
that refinancing can also reduce the total amount paid over the life of the loan.
The trade-off is that IDR offers forgiveness for those who do not pay their loan off
before the end of the repayment term but in its current form may increase the total
amount paid due to accumulating interest.
How could this idea be more targeted? This option could pair refinancing with a small

amount of forgiveness for low-balance borrowers who do not benefit from the policy.
For example, if borrowers who owe under $10,000 each got $1,000 in forgiveness,
they would likely be better off than they would be under a refinancing system.
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Smaller process improvements
The ideas considered in this paper focus on bolder ways to reduce the sting of student
debt. But there are smaller changes to the process and structure of repayment that could
also help borrowers by making it easier to access benefits or stay on repayment plans.
Some of those options are discussed below.
Allow for multiyear certification on IDR

Borrowers currently on IDR have to go through an annual paperwork process to reapply.
This is an unnecessary headache for everyone involved. If borrowers are not reapproved
in time, they can be kicked off IDR and have unpaid interest capitalized. Servicers, meanwhile, must spend time tracking down and verifying paperwork for borrowers whose
payment situation is already addressed. That can take time away from reaching out to
more distressed borrowers.
Instead of annual reapplication, borrowers should be able to authorize the IRS to
automatically share their updated financial information from their tax returns each year.
Doing so would allow payments to automatically adjust and avoid the need for most borrowers to reapply each year.
Automatically enroll delinquent borrowers in IDR

There are significant debates about whether defaulting all borrowers into IDR is a good
idea due to concerns about forcing borrowers to pay even if they cannot afford the IDR
payment, among other issues. But IDR should be more of an automatic tool for borrowers
who are otherwise poised to enter default. That would involve granting the IRS the ability
to share financial information on any borrower who is 180 or more days delinquent so
their servicer can enroll them in IDR. This would keep borrowers with a $0 payment out
of default with no work on their part, while servicers could potentially offer a reduced
payment for others.
Authorize temporary verbal sign-up for IDR

One challenge with getting struggling borrowers onto IDR is that those plans are harder
to sign up for than other repayment options such as a forbearance. A borrower who
simply wants to pause payments on a forbearance can do so by requesting one online or
over the phone. Meanwhile, a borrower who wants to use IDR has to complete paperwork and furnish income data, unless they self-certify that they do not have any income.
While it is important to tie IDR payments to accurate income information, borrowers
should be allowed to verbally provide these data in exchange for a temporary 60-day approval for IDR. Borrowers’ payments would be based upon that amount for two months,
giving them time to provide the actual paperwork needed to stay on the plan.
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Align wage garnishment with IDR payments

The student loan collections system is already quite punitive in terms of how it can
garnish wages, seize tax refunds, or take a portion of Social Security checks. On top of
that, the amounts taken from garnishment can also be larger than what a borrower on
IDR would pay. For instance, the typical payment on IDR is set at 10 percent of discretionary income. By contrast, wage garnishment can take up to 15 percent of disposable
pay.56 The wage garnishment system should become fairer to borrowers by only taking
the same share of income as an IDR payment. It should also get access to tax data only
to determine the size of a household for calculating this payment amount. Ideally, the
system should also consider ways to allow amounts collected through garnishment to
count toward forgiveness on IDR.
Allow employers to mass certify PSLF employment

Applying for and staying on Public Service Loan Forgiveness can be a time-consuming
process that includes getting paperwork signed by the borrower’s employer. Instead of
signing large numbers of individual PSLF forms, employers should have the ability to
mass certify eligibility for their employees. For instance, once an employer has to sign a
PSLF form for a borrower, they could in subsequent years just send a letter to the servicer
listing all the individuals they have certified in the past who are still working at the
company. This would reduce the burden on employers, since they would not have to sign
individual forms, and also allow for easier processing. Similarly, the federal government
could experiment with automatic employment certification of all federal employees who
have a student loan.
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Conclusion
Student loans started as a way to help middle- and upper-middle-income families
finance part of the cost of college while lower-income individuals received robust
grant aid. But today, student loans are a seeming rite of passage for young adults
seeking higher education. As a result, a tool meant to help individuals secure a
brighter future has instead too often morphed into years of default and financial
struggle. It is imperative that this problem be fixed for future generations by implementing bold ideas that make it possible to access and succeed in higher education without the burden of excessive debt. Yet, in doing so, any solutions must
not neglect those already being crushed by student debt, the result of decades of
declining state investment and rising prices.
While tackling the existing $1.5 trillion in student debt is a major challenge, the
good news is that there is no one path to relief. As this report shows, a range of
options exists, at various levels of cost and complexity, to take the sting out of student debt. The only set condition is that all policy options must keep a sharp focus
on equity and simplicity, as well as on the recognition that borrowers must feel the
help in a meaningful way.
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